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Perceptions of the European Union in Serbia
As a result of its specific political background, Serbia is a country with a very distinct
perception of the European Union and there are numerous discussions about alternatives to
the EU. The perception of the EU in Serbia significantly changed over time. Serbia
experienced a steady decline of support for the EU and the overall impression of the EU
deteriorated in the last two years. It will be argued that there is a certain ambivalence in
Serbia regarding EU membership, which shows the inconclusiveness about the role the EU
plays for Serbia. This is reflected in a continuous and striking fluctuation of support for the
EU, a noticeable negative perception of the EU as well as very distinctive debates on
possible alternatives to EU membership. Besides the usual explanations involving the
lengthy process of negotiation and lack of knowledge about the EU, unresolved political
issues as well as political opportunism contribute to this perception.
This is paradoxical given the history of the EU‟s relationship with the former Yugoslavia. The
first cooperation agreements between the EU and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia date
from 19701. Nevertheless, the former Yugoslav republics, with the exceptions of Slovenia
and Croatia, are still on a „rocky road‟ to the EU. It was not until 2000 that Serbia revived its
relations with the EU with the objective of becoming a Member State. This relationship was
formalised with the signing of the Stabilisation and Association Agreement (SAA) between
Serbia and the EU2 on 29 April 2008. An important point was also the signing of the
Agreement on Visa Facilitation3 and the Agreement on Readmission4 which significantly
contributed to the reopening of Serbia to the EU. Subsequently, the Council of the EU
published the document on visa liberalisation with countries of the Western Balkans5 and
soon after the visa-free regime with the EU came into force. Serbia took a step forward and
on 22 December 2009 submitted its application for membership. Following the Commission‟s
positive opinion Serbia was granted a membership candidate status on 1 March 20012 and it
is waiting for the start of the negotiations with the EU.
Although the speed of the accession of any candidate country to the EU depends on its
individual progress and efforts, the experiences of all countries joining after 20046 confirm
that it is a complex and long-term process which places stringent requirements on all
candidates. Moreover, as accession is a two way process it also places significant strains on
the EU institutions and individual Member States. As a result of this lengthy process and
conditions for membership, as well as individual political issues in each candidate country,
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the perception of the EU and EU membership was always subject to change as the
accession process evolved in time.
The Serbian European Integration Office formally began holding public opinion polls in
2006.7 A survey of public opinion was organised once a year until 2009, while from that point
data were collected every six months in order to gather more reliable information on the
citizens‟ perception of the EU. These opinion polls offer important guidance in assessing the
existing perception of the EU. Besides, this article also reflects on the perception of the EU
in academic circles since academia plays a major role in framing the public debate and thus
defining political priorities. Discussions about possible alternatives to EU membership EU
are commonly initiated by academics and subsequently used by politicians. This contribution
likewise analyses the main reasons for the existing perception of the EU which is steadily
becoming negative.
1. The Perception of the EU in Serbia
When discussing the perception of the EU in Serbia the main question in the surveys is
whether Serbian citizens want to join the EU, which is a good starting point in evaluating the
perception. Although the data were officially collected from 2006, the Serbian European
Integration Office has some earlier data from 2002. These results show a steady decrease in
support from a high point in 2003, with a particularly sharp decrease since 2010.

More worryingly, significant progress milestones in the integration process have had little or
no effect on public support for the EU. In 2008 there was a decrease in support compared to
the previous year despite the fact that Serbia signed the SAA in that year.8 In December
2009 there was a slight increase in support which rose to 65 per cent9 which may be due to
visa liberalisation. This may have made a greater impression on the general public than
signing of the SAA. However, the effect did not last long as from 2010 onwards there has
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been a dramatic fall in support.10 Thus, in 2010 only 57 per cent of respondents said they
would vote yes11; 51 per cent would vote yes in 201112, while in 2012 the support collapsed
to only 41 per cent13. It is difficult to accurately assess how the opening of negotiations as a
result of signing the agreement with Kosovo will affect public opinion.
The survey in 2012 also measured the general attitude of citizens towards the EU which is a
good indication of the perception of the EU. Regrettably, 30 per cent of respondents have
neither a positive nor a negative attitude towards the EU; 29 per cent have a positive
perception; 20 per cent a negative image of the EU; 30 per cent neither positive nor
negative; 15 per cent very negative image and only 5 per cent a very positive image of the
EU.14 As expected, young and middle-aged people are more receptive to EU membership
and have a positive perception of the EU. For example, 37 per cent of respondents between
18-34 years have a positive image of the EU; 9 per cent a very positive one; 28 per cent are
neither positive nor negative, while 14 per cent have a negative image and 11 per cent a
very negative one.15
When in 2006 respondents were asked when they would expect Serbia to join the EU, 34.5
per cent expected that to happen between 2010 and 2014; 23.8 per cent expected it would
be between 2015 and 2019; 23.4 per cent after 2020 and 17.3 per cent of respondents said
by 2009.16 Citizens were also asked what would be the desired year of EU membership and
33.9 per cent hoped that it would be between 2008 and 2010 and 21.2 per cent in 2011 and
after.17 This statistical data again demonstrates the high expectations of citizens a few years
ago which speaks in favour of an unawareness of the lengthy and difficult accession process
each potential or candidate country faces. Similar data were collected by the Balkan monitor
in its survey where respondents in Serbia indicated 2015 as the most likely year to become a
member of the EU.18
Serbia is also characteristic with its low European identification unlike some other Western
Balkans countries such as Macedonia and Albania.19 This probably is a significant factor in
the citizens‟ negative perception of the EU. Slightly better figures were confirmed in the
survey organised by the Serbian European Integration Office. When asked how strongly you
identify with Europe, around 40 per cent of respondents in 2009 confirmed their European
identification.20 There are no data for 2012 but it could be expected that the support would
be significantly lower. Respondents also indicated benefits and rights they associate with
citizenship of the Union. In 2010, around 71 per cent of respondents mentioned the right to
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work in any EU Member State while 51 per cent mentioned the right to reside anywhere
within the EU.21
In assessing the perception of the EU it is also important to understand what the benefits
and disadvantages from joining the EU are. Here again there is a steady fall in the public‟s
perception of benefits that Serbia would accrue from membership. In 2012, only 10 per cent
of respondents saw significant benefits, 22 per cent saw some benefits from membership, 14
per cent thought it would mean as much harm as benefit; 14 per cent thought it would mean
more harm than benefit, while 33 per cent saw no benefits at all from EU membership.22 In
regard to the concrete benefits, a majority of citizens answered that joining the EU will
represent a way to build a better future for young people (51 per cent in 2008 and 54 per
cent in 200923). More job opportunities are also one of the key benefits from joining the EU,
which include both job opportunities in Serbia and elsewhere in the EU and an improvement
of the quality of life. For young people it is also the opportunity to study in any EU Member
State. Joining the EU is also seen as a way of providing peace and stability in the region, as
well as a way to protect citizens‟ rights. This is a good indication of the role the EU actually
has in the region. Only in the last two years have citizens identified access to certain EU
funds as one of the benefits from joining (27 per cent in 201224).
When asked what the main disadvantages of joining the EU are, Serbian citizens specified
reasons which are shared by all Eurosceptics in EU Member States. These sentiments
would also affect any future referendum on EU membership. Loss of national and cultural
identity is the greatest concern for Serbian citizens. There are also discussions about the
possibility of the Serbian language not becoming an official language in the EU once Serbia
joins which demonstrate again the misunderstanding about the EU or a misapprehension
about the decline in the use of the Serbian language. In 2012 several other important
concerns were specified in the survey. These apprehensions were of an economic nature;
52 per cent believed that accession will cost Serbia too much money, while 47 per cent
believed that it will create more problems for domestic farmers.25 Greater unemployment is
stated in recent surveys as an additional disadvantage. Furthermore, in 2012 citizens the EU
is even seen as an enemy and citizens are invoking events from the past such as the NATO
bombing but also experiences of other countries which already joined the EU.26 Loss of
sovereignty and the potential for Serbia to become a colony, although cited a small
percentage still is present as a reason against the EU.
In recent years the eurozone crisis and the institutional instability of the EU itself has also
impacted on the perception of the EU in Serbia. Moreover, scepticism about the EU has
been steadily rising from 2010, which coincides with the economic crisis in the EU.27 A
majority of citizens believe that there is no prospect for the EU and that it is only a question
of time when the EU will dissolve. Very often, even in academic circles, the UK is mentioned
as likely to leave in the near future. The less pessimistic view is that the EU will overcome its
current problems but it will be more reluctant in the face further enlargement. A similar view
21
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is that the EU will deal with the problems but the future membership will not involve the same
benefits for the accession countries, which means that potential membership is a less
attractive option for Serbia.
Conditions for membership play an important role in creating opinions about the EU in
Serbia. They are mostly discussed at times when issues of significant political importance
are on the agenda for the political coalition in government. In 2008 and 2009, 86 and 76 per
cent of citizens respectively identified cooperation with The Hague and the extradition of war
criminals as the main condition for membership.28 In 2011, 70 per cent believed that Kosovo
was the main condition for membership.29 Fighting corruption and the reform of judiciary
were identified as two other important membership criteria, while economic reforms or
approximation of national laws with the EU acquis were not perceived as very important.30
Pertaining to membership criteria is the perception that the EU has double standards when it
comes to Serbia and that the politics of conditionality is evident towards Serbia. From 2008
until the last survey in 2012 around 50 per cent of citizens reiterate the EU‟s continuous
conditionality politics and blackmailing of Serbia as a major impediment to joining the EU in
the future.31 What is even more disconcerting is that a significant proportion of respondents
in the survey strongly believe that the EU will constantly impose new requirements for Serbia
(from 2008 percentages are constantly rising; for example in 2010 it was 61 per cent 32). This
view is presented in the media and often argued by academics. A smaller percentage of
respondents blame politicians for the lengthy accession process, while very few think it is
due to objective reasons (lack of reforms in specified policy areas).
On a more optimistic note accession to the EU raised citizens‟ awareness of the need to
carry out reforms within the context of preparation for EU membership. Both in the media
and in surveys three areas are continuously identified as main areas for reform: the fight
against corruption, reform of judiciary and reform of the health sector. These goals are
concurrent as corruption is especially present in the latter two areas.33 What is also
important is that reforms in these policy areas are not seen as required with the accession
process but citizens strongly believe that action is needed irrespective of the EU conditions
of membership. For example 66 per cent in 2012 indicated that the reforms should be
carried out even if they were not laid down as accession criteria.34 No less important is the
perception of the need for citizens to change their own personal and working practices in
order to join the EU. Although the majority is not ready to change a significant proportion
showed willingness for a change. Another question was related to the readiness of citizens
to re-qualify or specialise in some area as a result of EU membership, almost 50 per cent in
2012 gave a negative answer.35
2. Alternatives to the EU
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Although it may be argued that “there is little or no alternative for candidates”36 discussions
about the alternatives to the EU are very common amongst academics in Serbia and to a
lesser extent amongst politicians. Academics usually raise other possibilities for Serbia due
to concerns about the loss of sovereignty as a result of EU membership. Politicians often
discuss alternatives at times when there is a burning political issue that may affect and
possibly undermine the accession process for Serbia. Not less important is that these
debates demonstrate that even a great proportion of the political elites have a negative
perception of the EU. Moreover, these discourses frequently demonstrate a misinterpretation
of the EU, its functioning, as well as the costs and benefits of joining. These discussions are
in line with the general impression citizens have of the EU. Additionally, if initiated by
politicians they often are motivated by a partisan interest under the guise of the general
interest of the nation. Debates on alternatives are not uncommon in other candidate
countries or in countries which recently became EU members. A good illustration is Slovenia
where those debates were only theoretical “as the EU is the best strategy for Slovenia as a
small country since the costs of the alternatives are higher”.37 In other countries such as
Poland there were some negligible discussions about the cooperation with the Central
European Free Trade (hereinafter: the CEFTA) but it was not a viable alternative to
accession to the EU.38 Nevertheless, these debates are common and intense in Serbia and
unlike other Western Balkans countries include strengthening with relations with Russia as
an alternative to EU membership. Lastly, continuous emphases on possible alternatives
foster the negative perception of Serbia.
Several alternatives have been discussed in recent years which, inter alia, included
several options for Serbia – strengthening ties with Russia, not joining any group,
establishing privileged partnership with the EU and joining the European Economic Area.39
The latest initiative that comes more from the academic circles considers the advantage of
joining the European Economic Areas (EEA).40 It is argued that this alternative only involves
the economic, which is more appropriate for Serbia as there are still unresolved political
issues. Furthermore, by acceding to the EEA, Serbia has full access to the internal market
and the exercise of the four main freedoms. It will also allow Serbia to maintain its
membership in the CEFTA. Finally, it is argued that it costs less since Serbia does not have
to approximate the acquis in all chapters which are negotiated when joining the EU.41
Without analysing this alternative in depth, this view ignores that accession to the EU
involves, inter alia, the negotiations in two main chapters (chapters 23 and 24 42) which
requires Serbia to undertake significant reforms in the judiciary and justice and home affairs.
36
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The reforms in these policy areas are essential for Serbia to move forward. Not less
important is the fact that agriculture is excluded from the EEA although Serbia has a great
potential in this area. Furthermore, the EEA is still of minor importance for the Serbian
export43. Lastly, being a part of the EEA, Serbia is not participating in the decision-making
process, which is an important feature for small countries in order to have their voice heard.
Strengthening relations with Russia is considered by many as the most attractive alternative
for Serbia. This tactic if often cited in the daily political debate, especially when the
conditionality politics of the EU is viewed as unacceptable. In 2012 this view was justified by
economic reasons whereby Russia was invited to invest significantly in Serbia, while in the
past it was mostly used when Serbia was facing important political decisions such as the
cooperation with the ICTY. Similarly, historical and cultural motives are identified for Russia
being a more natural partner for Serbia.
A privileged partnership with the EU was also discussed in the past, although this alternative
was never offered to Serbia. Finally, a „going it alone strategy‟ is occasionally put forward by
those opposing the membership to the EU as a way of preserving the sovereignty and
conditionality politics of the EU. Although, there are some arguments to support this view,
this is not a feasible option for Serbia. As it was demonstrated on the Slovenian case, “a
country following such a strategy must have even more liberal trade policy than if it were
member of a regional integration”44 and it will anyhow need to undergo political and
economic reforms to become competitive on the market. Moreover, the country would need
to align its national legislation with the EU acquis, without having any input.
3. What explains the negative image of the EU in Serbia?
In the last year there is an increasingly negative perception of the EU in Serbia against a
background of persistent ambivalence about the EU membership. This is the result of recent
political history in the country. Now and again, various alternatives to the EU are discussed
which demonstrates that there is no clear consensus in favour of EU membership.
Nonetheless, the EU is still perceived as a main option by the political elite, even with the
negative implications connected with EU membership.
This negative perception of the EU in Serbia is primarily due to a misunderstanding or
ignorance of the EU and its policies. The lack of information about the EU and Serbia‟s
accession process to the EU is evident from all surveys carried out by the Serbian European
Integration Office and other media surveys. For example in 2010, 52 per cent of respondents
felt that they are not informed about the country‟s accession; 30 per cent are neither
informed nor uninformed and 19 per cent feel they are informed about the EU.45 An average
citizen “does not have „first-hand experience‟ of the EU, but fully depends on mass media”
and government information campaigns.46 This is a common problem even in EU Member
States, which was especially evident during the various referendums related to the EU.
However, as Serbia carries the legacy of conflict and dictatorship, media coverage should
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“have a strong impact on citizens‟ attitudes to EU enlargement” and may make them more
receptive to EU accession.47 Moreover, as the Polish experience demonstrated, over time
“Polish society became increasingly more rational and less biased to the issues of European
integration which was a clear sign of more knowledge about the integrating and pluralistic
Europe”.48
Likewise, the attitude of successive governments is often unhelpful and fosters a wrong
image of the EU and its impact on Serbia. Two main problems should be mentioned in
regard to this. Firstly, it seems that every reform taken in almost any policy area is justified
by the need to approximate the national legislation and standards with the EU acquis and
standards. On the other hand, it is always easier for national governments to „blame
Brussels‟ for unpopular or costly measures. Even in areas which fall within the supporting,
coordinating or supplementary action competences49 and where harmonisation of Member
States‟ laws is not possible, the government was often justifying its action by referring to the
EU integration process.
A particularly peculiar illustration was the decision of the Republic Agency for Postal
Services to change all post boxes in residential and business premises in order to
„implement relevant EU rules‟ in 2011, which was much criticised in the media.50 It is true
that there are voluntary CEN standards regarding apertures of private letter boxes 51 which
should help in removing obstacles to free trade, nevertheless the government still has to
judge which measures are essential in this phase of accession process to the EU as well as
the costs of each measure for citizens. Any reform which requires from the state bodies to
organise a procurement of goods, as it would be the case with post boxes, immediately
raises suspicion about possible corruption and abuse of official positions for personal gain.
This certainly adds to the negative impression about the EU, especially if all new standards
mean additional spending for an average citizen at the moment when living standards are
low and wages are stagnant. Finally, after reading government statements and speeches in
the media one has the impression that Serbia is undertaken reforms due to the pressure
from the EU and not because those reforms should be taken anyway as an overall effort of
Serbia to go forward.
Secondly, the government often portrays the EU as a source of money and not as an
organisation which would help to bring peace and prosperity to the country. It may be often
heard in media and stated by politicians that the one of the main reasons to join are the EU
structural and cohesion funds. Even in surveys organised by the European Integration Office
there is a strong emphasis on EU funds and citizens are aware of EU funds.52 Naturally, the
Office had to use surveys to inform the citizens on all benefits coming from membership.
Moreover, there is no public discourse regarding the future obligations and potential costs of
membership. Undoubtedly, the funds are extremely significant for countries such as Serbia
where there are large differences in prosperity levels between regions. Nevertheless, this
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approach may be problematic for two reasons. The EU should not be regarded as a „cash
machine‟. Moreover, the high expectations of citizens may be put under question if the
regional policy is reformed in the meantime as a result of a more stringent EU budget. In
addition, citizens have to be aware that integration is a costly process and those costs
should be compared with the cost of not joining the EU.
Unlike most member states where a largely pro-European consensus exists amongst the
business elite, there is little support for deepening EU integration in the Serbian private
sector. This is partly due to the fact that the Serbian economy is not competitive even in
areas where it should have a comparative advantage such as agriculture. More significantly
the Serbian private sector is dominated by firms that are in essence politically wellconnected rent seekers who have no interest or incentive in having a more competitive or
liberalised market.
There is another related problem which contributes to the negative image of the EU or lack
of sufficient commitment of the EU to the region. As a result of various discussions on
alternatives to the EU, certain countries such as Russia are often perceived to be more
committed to helping Serbia than the EU, especially in providing financial assistance for
various purposes. This view widely shared by citizens is evident from the surveys collected
by the European Integration Office. For example, in the survey organised in 2012 citizens
were asked to identify countries from the list which were the biggest donors from 2000. The
countries were arranged in the following manner: 35 per cent of respondents identified
Russia as a biggest donor; 34 per cent identified the EU; 27 per cent stated it was Japan; 18
per cent for China; 13 per cent for USA and 12 per cent for Norway. 53 Regrettably, the data
are very different and demonstrate that the EU and individual Member States are
unquestionably the biggest donors in the last thirteen years. Just as an illustration 78.59 per
cent of aid54 was provided by the EU and individual member states; 38.48 per cent came
from IPA and other EU programmes55; 19.16 per cent was provided by Germany; 10.97 per
cent by USA; 4.77 per cent by Italy; 3.62 per cent by Sweden; 3.17 per cent by Norway; 2.31
per cent by Switzerland and 1.68 per cent by Japan.56 The official data show that Russia
does not give any aid to Serbia.
In addition, politicians who do not support Serbian accession to the EU often make a
comparison with countries which are already members of the EU in order to show that the
conditions for membership and the readiness of the country is not of key importance for a
country to become a member. This confirms the view that the EU has double standards for
Serbia and that there is no real importance to implementing reforms. Besides, this approach
also harms the diplomatic relations with countries such as Bulgaria and Romania as being
two countries often cited in this discourse.
Finally, the long and drawn-out process of accession contributes to fall of support to the EU
and the negative perception of the EU. This occurred in all candidate countries as the
membership process moved forward and the obligations from the membership became more
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real.57 Citizens in Serbia feel discouraged by the accession process that lies ahead and fear
that Serbia will never join the EU. Equally, the attitudes of certain EU Member States raise
concerns amongst Serbian citizens and contribute to the negative perception of the EU.
Those who have more knowledge of the EU are worried about enlargement fatigue and
readiness of EU Member States to accept new members. The statistical data show a
declining trend of the support for enlargement in all of the 27 EU Member States, especially
when it involves other former Yugoslav republics.58 Finally, the impact of the economic crisis
on the future of the EU appears to be another concern which affects the support for the
membership to the EU.
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